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Abstract
Xylem is a vascular tissue that conducts sap (water and dissolved minerals) from the roots to the rest of the plant while
providing physical support and resources. Sap is conducted within dead hollow cells (called vessels in flowering plants)
arranged to form long pipes. Once formed, vessels do not change their structure and last from years to millennia. Vessels’
configuration (size, abundance, and spatial pattern) constitutes a record of the plant–environment relationship, and
therefore, a tool for monitoring responses at the plant and ecosystem level. This information can be extracted through
quantitative anatomy; however, the effort to identify and measure hundreds of thousands of conductive cells is an
inconvenience to the progress needed to have solid assessments of the anatomical–environment relationship. In this paper,
we propose an automatic methodology based on convolutional neural networks to segment xylem vessels. It includes a
post-processing stage based on the use of redundant information to improve the performance of the outcome and make it
useful in different sample configurations. Three different neural networks were tested obtaining similar results (pixel
accuracy about 90%), which indicates that the methodology can be effectively used for segmentation of xylem vessels into
images with non-homogeneous variations of illumination. The development of accurate automatic tools using CNNs would
reduce the entry barriers associated with quantitative xylem anatomy expanding the use of this technique by the scientific
community.
Keywords Convolutional neural networks  Dendrology  Xylem cells  Image segmentation

1 Introduction
Forests perform a dominant role in terrestrial carbon cycle,
being a major carbon reservoir and playing a role as both
carbon sink and source [1]. Forests net contribution to CO2
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atmospheric levels depends on forest cover changes as well
as on tree growth rates. Enhanced CO2 levels may fuel
higher photosynthetic rates, whereas higher mean temperatures may have a positive effect by extending growth
season length [2], particularly in temperate and boreal
forests. Nevertheless, an increase in drought frequency and
intensity associated with higher temperatures and higher
climate variability may reduce tree growth and even lead to
forest dieback [3]. Thus, the future contribution of forest
systems to carbon budget requires deciphering their
response to ongoing climate change.
Xylem conduits connect roots and photosynthetic
apparatus sustaining the flow of a continuous water column. Xylem conduits’ anatomical configuration reflects
adjustments to change in hydric conditions from monthly
to decadal scales [4]. It has been commonly assessed that
conductive cells face a dilemma between efficiency (higher
water flow) and safety (reduced embolism risk), so that
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traits related to higher efficiency as higher diameter cell
area are at odds with flow safety [5]. This paradigm is
currently under debate since adjustment in xylem features
as conductive tissue density might create both safe and
efficient xylem configurations [6, 7]. Since xylem is
dominated by dead cells, resistant to decay, and lasting
potentially from decades to millennia [8], it constitutes a
permanent record of tree–environment relationship [9].
Moreover, in areas under seasonal climatic or environmental conditions, xylem is produced at annual pulses of
growth separated by different anatomical features [10] and
that can be related unequivocally to calendar years.
Xylem conductive cell quantitative anatomy is a
promising field for a better comprehension of plant
response to environment. Nevertheless, the tedious work of
identifying and measuring hundreds of thousands of conductive cells hampers the necessary progress to have robust
assessments of anatomy–environment relationship. Large
advances have been done in physical procedures to optimize the achievement of high-quality wood section and
digital image acquisition [11]; however, the identification
of individual conductive cells still requires a thorough
human supervision.
Nowadays, various computer programs are used to
analyze wood images and identify wood vessel lumina.
Among them, ROXAS [12] is the most widely used.
ROXAS is an automatic tool based on traditional image
processing methods that works on Image Pro Plus.1 In
general, these tools are very sensitive to sample processing
and image quality and require the tuning of different
parameters related to color and vessel shape and size. Even
after careful sample preparation, vessels may break in some
parts of the sample, or some dye stains may remain.
Moreover, images may generally have irregular lighting,
uneven spots, and blurred regions. These problems produce
low-quality areas which then cause error during the segmentation of vessels. To date, the way to correct these
flaws is a manual editing process that can take a certain
amount of time depending on the sample quality. This
manual editing process can become an endless task when a
given study needs to analyze dozens or even hundreds of
images. Therefore, obtaining accurate segmentations can
greatly improve automatic image analysis, reducing the
amount of time spent on manual editing.
Although automatic and semi-automatic cell segmentation has been widely studied in the biomedical field [13],
xylem cell segmentation has been less studied. Few papers
can be found in the literature, most of which use a combination of several classic image processing techniques
[14] such as thresholding and mathematical morphology. In
1

http://www.mediacy.com/imageproplus. Last accessed on April
2009.
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[15], the authors present a tool for analyzing tree rings by
segmenting vessels using the Otsu’s thresholding algorithm. Opening and closing morphological operations are
used in conjunction with the watershed algorithm to
eliminate minor disturbances and achieve a general
smoothing of the vessel edges. Similar approaches are
followed by [16, 17] to segment the walls of conductive
cells and the cells of tree roots, respectively. Works such as
[18, 19] explore the use of genetic algorithms for selecting
the optimal threshold to segment wood cells. In [20],
Canny detection edge operator is used to find high and low
thresholds. However, these grayscale threshold-based
methods tend to fail in cases where images have highly
variable color dynamics. In general, some post-processing
steps (eg. edge detection [21] and active contours [5, 22])
are required to refine segmented vessels. Approaches based
on mathematical morphology segmentation use operations
such as dilation, erosion, opening, and closing for segmenting wood vessels (e.g., [23–25]). Other method from
mathematical morphology used in the literature is the
watershed segmentation (e.g., [15, 26, 27]). Since approaches based on this method tend to over-segment vessels,
they require pre-processing (e.g., filtering operations
[28, 29]) and post-processing operations (e.g., merging
regions [30]). Other works use more sophisticated methods
for segmenting wood vessels, such as level sets based on
Mumford–Shah model [31], gradient vector flow snake
[32]. In general, these methods tend to have problems with
low contrast areas, as well as being very sensitive to the
initial position of the level set function that makes them
prone to converge to false edges.
Clustering techniques are also used to segment xylem
conduits, but instead of working directly on image pixels,
they extract image features through processes such as gray
level concurrency matrix (GLCM) [33] and multiscale
morphology [34]. These methods fail when the vessels
show variations in intensity or orientation, since the
extracted features do not take into account such cases.
Recently, supervised learning approaches have been
used to segment images [35, 36]. In particular, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have demonstrated a
remarkable performance for segmenting cells in biomedical microscope images [37–41]. CNNs are variants of
neural feedback networks inspired by the visual cortex of
mammals, with layers, known as convolutional layers.
These layers perform local processing of contiguous features within each layer, acting as a nonlinear feature
detector [42]. CNNs exploit the local spatial correlation
present in an image by generating a pattern of local connectivity between neurons in adjacent layers which produces high-level features as it approaches the output layer.
Unlike traditional supervised learning methods where
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feature extraction and classification are learned separately,
CNNs learn these steps together.
Despite their benefits in image segmentation, to the best
of our knowledge, CNNs are just beginning their journey
into dendrochronological applications. In [43], the authors
present a CNN approach to segment xylem vessels from
microscopic images. The approach is based on a fully
convolutional network, called Unet [41], trained from 23
images. Since the images are larger than the GPU’s
memory, they are divided into patches for training. Once
the models have been trained, during the test phase, the
images are processed using a tile overlay strategy that
results in a complete segmentation of the images. Despite
the small number of images, the results shown are superior
to those obtained using techniques such as thresholding and
level sets.
This paper is an extended version of work published in
[43]. We extended our previous work by considerably
increasing the number of images to be studied, and introducing during the prediction phase an improved version of
the tile strategy includes test time augmentation (TTA) [44]
on three convolutional neural networks. This post-processing strategy allows to exploit the redundant information produced by several transformations of the same
region providing greater robustness to the segmentation of
xylem vessels. The objective of this work is to provide a
robust CNN approach for segmenting xylem cells and to
investigate the performance of the post-processing strategy
by comparing the results using different deep architectures
and diverse parameters. The remainder paper is structured
as follows. In Sect. 2, the data used are presented, while
Sect. 3 describes the methodology. In Sect. 4, the results
are discussed to end with some conclusions and future
works in Sect. 5.

2 Materials
Nothofagus pumilio (Poepp. et Endl.) Krasser (Nothofagaceae) is a deciduous tree species native to the southern
Andes of Chile and Argentina. It extends through a wide
latitudinal range, covering a climatic gradient that ranges
from Mediterranean to cold temperate areas (35 –56 south
latitude). In this species, vessels’ arrangement is diffuse
porous with a slight tendency to semi-ring porosity [45],
i.e., vessels show approximately the same size all along the
ring, although they tend to narrow as approaching the ring
boundary.
In this study, we used branch sections of approximately
2 cm diameter belonging to 23 different Nothofagus
pumilio individuals. These samples were collected to be
used in a previous study in which xylem adjustments of
Nothofagus pumilio were evaluated under a wide range of
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climatic conditions [7]. Samples were collected in five sites
covering nearly the whole latitudinal range of the species in
Chile. At each site, samples were taken at four different
elevations corresponding to different forest structures.
From lowest to highest, the four elevations corresponded to
closed and mature forests, intermediate stands between
closed forests and timberline, timberline, and treeline. The
treeline was defined as the uppermost limit of individual
trees with an upright growth form of at least 3 m [46].
Wood samples were processed with a sledge microtome
[47] obtaining 10 lm width transversal sections from each
of the 23 branch samples. Afterward, sections were stained
with a mix of alcian blue/acetic acid (1%) and safranin/
ethanol (1%) and gradually dehydrated by increasing
concentrations of ethanol solutions. Finally, dehydrated
samples were washed by xylol and preserved with Eukitt
glue and a coverslip. Mounted and stained sections were
acquired as RGB images with 40 magnification using a
Nikon D90 digital camera adapted to a Nikon Eclipse 50i
microscope. Due to magnification level, multiple images
were took to cover the whole cross section from pith to
bark and merged using PTGUI v8.3.10 Pro.2 Each merged
image had an average size of 2210  1248 pixels.
Cross-sectional images were segmented using ROXAS
v3.0 [8, 12]. For this purpose, different parameter settings
were created depending on the variability found in image
quality. Thus, by means of visual inspection the maximum
and minimum lumen area, the shape of the vessels and
various color parameters were adjusted. These settings
were used to automatically segment all samples, and the
automatic outputs were corrected manually until satisfactory results were obtained. During this manual editing
process, the boundaries of the rings were first drawn. Then,
erroneously segmented vessels (e.g., ray parenchyma) were
removed and other erroneous identifications were rectified.
Exclusion areas were used to leave out lower-quality parts
of the image (e.g., dye stains or vessels broken during
sample preparation). In the final stage of manual editing,
the 100 largest vessels per image were checked to split
those that were erroneously merged during automatic
analysis due to the low contrast between the vessels. This
error search was performed until no correction was necessary, on average after verifying 20 consecutive vessels.
Therefore, there may be some areas that have not been
corrected. We spend an average of 30 min manually editing
each sample. An example of an image where vessels have
been manually edited is shown in Fig. 1; for visualization
purposes, only a small part of the cross-sectional image and
its ground truth are displayed enlarged.

2

https://www.ptgui.com. Last accessed on March 2019.
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processes as the data patches, so the segmented regions
matched the vessels.

3.2 CNN models

(a) Cross-sectional image

(b) Ground-truth

Fig. 1 Example of a cross-sectional image (a) and its corresponding
ground truth (b)

3 Methodology
Our workflow consists of two parts (Fig. 2): (1) a CNN
trained with an augmented set of patches extracted from the
training cross-sectional images, (2) the trained model is
used to provide the segmentation of an image considerably
larger than the size of the patches with which it was
trained. To do this, the image is broken down into patches,
from which predictions are generated for each pixel.
Overlap and TTA operations allow to have a redundancy of
the predictions providing a greater robustness during the
estimation of the pixel class. This information is integrated
by means of a soft vote system. The main points of the
methodology are described below.

3.1 Data pre-processing
Cross-sectional images were cropped into overlapped patches of 224 by 224 pixels. Hereinafter these patches are
referred to as data patches. Considering that there are parts
of the image that are not included from the study, only data
patches whose area is covered by at least 20% of vessels
were considered during training. To avoid overfitting during training phase, data augmentation was performed
applying to each data patch a Dihedral [48] random
transformation from Dih4 group (Fig. 3). In addition, with
a probability of 0.5, a random rotation with grades of  5 to
5 was also performed.
GT masks were generated from annotations saved in a
format compatible with ROXAS software. To do this, the
annotations were first converted into images by assigning a
unique label to the surface of each vessel. The assigned
labels ranged from 1 to N, while the background was
assigned the 0 label. From them, three classes were generated corresponding to the background, the vessel, and its
outline. The masks were encoded using a one-hot encoding
scheme. In such a way that each pixel had representation of
a vector of zeros, being the target class labeled with the
value one. These masks were subjected to the same
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For segmenting xylem vessels, we used three state-of-theart neural network models: Unet [41], Linknet [49], and
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [50]. The architectures of
these networks are shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. These networks can be broadly described as multiscale decoder–
coders models with skip connections based on CNNs. The
encoding part extracts features from the data while reduces
the width and height of the input data. On the other hand,
the decoder part upsamples feature maps while it halves the
number of feature channels. Skip connections alleviate the
vanishing gradient problem [51] improving the learning
process. Finally, the output layer uses an 1  1 convolution
along with an activation function to map the feature vector
to an output matrix with the width and height of the input
image and the same number of channels as classes. In this
work, softmax function [52] was used as activation
function.
The main difference between these three neural network
models lies in the way the coding path information is
integrated into the decoding part. Thus, while the U-net
architecture (Fig. 4) concatenates a map of characteristics
of each of the downsampling routes to the corresponding
upsampling route, in Linknet the input of each encoder
layer is added to the output of its corresponding decoder, as
can be seen in Fig. 5, with the aim of recovering the spatial
information lost during the downsampling process. On the
other hand, the FPN includes a top-down route and a bottom-up route with side connections. Although from the
implementation point of view, this architecture can be
interpreted in a similar way to the U-net and Linknet
architectures (with a block of encoders and decoders), the
main difference is that the lateral connections merge feature maps of the same spatial size, from encoder path to the
output of each corresponding decoder but also this information is bypassed to the interpolation block layers, located between the decoder block and the output layer
(Fig. 6).
Similar to [53], the encoders of all the networks were
built using a Resnet34 [51] encoder pretrained on ImageNet. The use of trained weights on ImageNet data was
preferred over training from scratch because it usually
accelerates convergence and helps reduce overfitting on
small data sets [54]. In this regard, the encoder block is
equivalent to a residual block [51]. As can be seen in
(Fig. 7), the encoder block consists of two 3  3 convolutional layers with the same number of output channels,
stride 1. The input to each convolutional layer is preceded
by a batch normalization layer (BN), a ReLU activation
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Fig. 2 Overview of our workflow for segmenting xylem vessels
Fig. 3 Transformations of the
Dih4 group on a data patch.
Rot90 , Rot180 , and Rot270
indicate 90 , 180 , and 270
counterclockwise rotations,
respectively. Reflh and Reflv
indicate horizontal and vertical
reflections, respectively

(a) Identity

(b) Rot90

(e) Ref lv

(f) Ref lh

function (AF), and a zero padding operation (ZP). BN layer
normalizes the activations of the previous layer in each
batch, by applying a data standardization (mean zero and
standard deviation close to one). ZP layer pads the input
with zeros, adding two elements to the width and height.
The ReLU function rectifies the input signal by removing
values less than zero. A skip connection adds the output of
a previous block to the output of the current block. Each
decoder block reduces the width and height of the input
reduced by half.
On the other hand, the decoder block (Fig. 8) includes
three 3  3 convolutional layers followed by BN and ZP

(c) Rot180

(d) Rot270

(g) Rot90 + Ref lh (h) Rot270 + Ref lh

layers. The upsampling layer repeats the rows and columns
of the input data doubling in size. Unlike the encoder
block, the decoder increases the width and height of the
input by two, while reducing the number of channels.
Finally, the interpolation block (Fig. 9) of the FPN architecture is similar to the decoder block with the exception that
the input is interpolated using the algorithm of the nearest
neighbors, increasing its height and width by a factor f.
A detailed description of the each layer can be found in
[55].
Networks were re-trained using the Adam optimizer
with learning rate of 1e3 and a batch size of 32. Each
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Fig. 4 Unet architecture. The numbers in brackets represent the
outputs of the blocks, in the format [height, width, number of
channels]

Fig. 6 FPN architecture. The outputs of each block are represented in
the following format [height, width, number of channels]

Fig. 7 Encoder block

Fig. 5 Linknet architecture. The numbers in squared brackets indicate
the outputs of the blocks [height, width, number of channels]

model was trained during 20 epochs, with approximately
90K data patches used for training and 10K patches for
validation (model calibration).
To train the CNNs, we used a combination of categorical cross-entropy [56] and Jaccard distance [57] as the loss
function, which is given as:
^ ¼
LðY; YÞ

N X
C
1X
yi;c log2 y^i;c
N i c
PN PC
i
c y^i yi þ 

 PN PC
i

c

ðy^i;c þ yi;c  y^i;c yi;c Þ þ 

ð1Þ
þ1

where yi;c 2 Y and y^i;c 2 Y^ denote the ground truths and the
predicted probabilities of ith pixel image for the class c,
respectively, N is the total number of pixels in the image
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Fig. 9 Interpolation block
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(|Y|), C is the total number of classes a pixel can belong to,
and  is a smoothing factor used to avoid zero division
error. In this work, an  ¼ 1e12 was used.

3.3 Post-processing
Because the images under study are larger than the patches
used for training, it is necessary to split each image into N
small sub-images of the same size of data patches. First, a
mirror padding strategy is used to label the pixels around
the boundaries of the image. Then, the resulting image is
divided into several overlapping patches, from which a
CNN performs the segmentation. During the prediction
phase, test time augmentation (TTA) [44] is performed.
Similar to what data augmentation does with the training
set, the purpose of TTA is to make random transformations
to the test images. Thus, instead of showing the regular
images only once to the trained model, the various versions
of the images are shown several times [44]. The average of
the predictions of each corresponding image is considered
to make the final prediction. The intuition behind this is
that the transformations allow the model to have better
chances to identify the target and predict accordingly. In
general, different transformations can be used. In this work,
we have used the eight transformations of the Dih4 group.
Once the model provides the segmented images, the
inverse transformation is performed on them, in such a way
that all the pixels agree. The final image segmentation is
given by a soft voting that returns the final class label yi as
arg max of the sum of predicted probabilities:
yi ¼ arg max
c

T
X

wc y^ti;c ;

c 2 f0; 1; 2g

ð2Þ

t

where y^m
i;c is the probability of the ith pixel inferred to class
c given by predicting the image to which the transformation t was applied, wc is the weight. In this work, the
weights (wc ) were defined as 1/C.

positives, while pi;j and pj;i can be interpreted as false
positive and false negatives.
PA establishes the relationship between the number of
correctly classified pixels and the total number of them.
PC
i pi;i
PA ¼ PC P
:
ð3Þ
C
i
j pi;j
MPA is a variation of PA where the correct proportion of
pixels per class is calculated and then averaged over the
total number of classes.
MPA ¼

C
1X
pi;i
:
PC
C c¼1 j¼1 pi;j

ð4Þ

MIoU computes a relationship between the intersection and
the union of the ground truth and the obtained
segmentation.
MIoU ¼

C
1X
pi;i
:
PC
PC
C i
j pi;j þ
j pj;i  pi;i

ð5Þ

FWIoU is a modification of MIoU that weighs the importance of each class depending on its frequency of
occurrence.
PC
C
X
1
j pi;j pi;i
FWIoU ¼ PC PC
:
ð6Þ
PC
PC
i
j pi;j i
j pi;j þ
j pj;i  pi;i
All these metrics range from 0 to 1, where 1 indicates a
perfect correspondence between the ground truth and the
segmentation.
All experiments have been done using an NVIDIA
TITAN Xp GPU with 3840 CUDA cores and 12 GB of
memory. Codes were developed in Python using Keras
framework [55].

3.4 Experimental setup
The performance of the proposed approach for segmenting
xylem vessels was tested trough a tenfold cross-validation
using the 113 available cross-sectional images. In this
paper, four common indices were used to assess segmentation performance [58]: pixel accuracy (PA), mean pixel
accuracy (MPA), mean intersection over union (MIoU),
and frequency weighted intersection over union (FWIoU).
These indices define the correspondence between the
ground truth (yi ) and the estimate made by our approach
(yi ) in terms of pi;j , that is, the number of pixels from class i
inferred to class j, where pi;i represents the number of true
Fig. 10 Loss function results during training in the tenfolds
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Table 1 Normalized confusion matrix. Unet model without TTA and
overlap ¼ 0

Background

Background

Vessel

Outlines

0.958307

0.011151

0.030542

Vessel

0.033100

0.866343

0.100557

Outlines

0.196538

0.125533

0.677929

Table 2 Normalized confusion matrix. Linknet model without TTA
and overlap ¼ 0
Background

Vessel

Outlines

Background

0.956820

0.011532

0.031647

Vessel

0.025009

0.881513

0.093477

Outlines

0.173165

0.134801

0.692034

Table 3 Normalized confusion matrix. FPN model without TTA and
overlap ¼ 0
Background

Vessel

Outlines

Background

0.960007

0.010701

0.029292

Vessel

0.033864

0.869960

0.096176

Outlines

0.207142

0.114797

0.678062

4 Results and discussion
During training, the behavior of the three networks
according to the loss function (Eq. 1) was similar (see
Fig. 10). Of these, Unet had a slightly better error; however, it also had a higher variability during the tenfolds, on
the other hand, FPN showed a lower variability.
The normalized confusion matrices of the Unet, Linknet,
and FPN segmentations (without TTA or overlap) of the
Table 4 Evaluation of the
segmentation of the xylem
vessels produced by Unet model
and the post-processing strategy

tenfold test set images, shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3, indicate
that the main errors occurred at the outlines of the vessels,
which were mainly confused with the background (Unet
19.65%, Linknet 17.31%, FPN 20.71%) and the inside of
the vessels (Unet 12.53% , Linknet 13.48%, FPN 11.47%).
This effect may be due to the fact that the transition
between the boundaries between the vessels and the
background (e.g., parenchyma) is not entirely clear in all
images due to the blurring and variations in illumination
present in some of them.
The use of redundant information provided by the prediction strategy used slightly increased the score of the
results of Unet, Linknet, and FPN models (Tables 4, 5, and
6). This is also shown in the normalized confusion matrices
of the Unet, Linknet and FPN models (Tables 7, 8 and 9,
respectively), that by introducing the TTA and an overlap
of 0.75, the accuracy of the predictions increased slightly in
all classes. In the case of Unet, the improvements over the
background, vessel, and outlines classes were 0.29, 0.45%,
and 1.54%, respectively. For Linket, the improvements of
the background, vessel, and outlines classes were 0.18%,
0.71%, and 1.61%, respectively. Finally, FPN improved by
0.40%, 0.99% and 2.53% in the background, vessels, and
outlines classes. The more redundant information were
included (overlap and TTA); the better the results obtained.
This effect was particularly reflected in the edges of the
vessels (Fig. 11) where the uncertainty of the neural network is generally higher. In general terms, the error measures used indicated that the performance of the three
models tested was similar, being slightly better FPN than
Linknet and Unet.
Although all the images were generated following the
same protocol, the images analyzed show great variability
with respect to lighting and color due to the difference in
staining intensity. The results obtained with the three
models demonstrated the robustness of the neural network
models to deal with variation in image characteristics. The
best cases shown in Fig. 12 exhibit the potential of the
neural networks used. However, in some cases, there were
segmentation errors such as those shown in Fig. 13. The

OL

TTA

PA

MPA

MIoU

FWIoU

0.00

No

0.9194 ± 0.0285

0.8364 ± 0.0520

0.7169 ± 0.0626

0.8661 ± 0.0431

Yes

0.9221 ± 0.0277

0.8410 ± 0.0506

0.7242 ± 0.0628

0.8700 ± 0.0419

0.25

No

0.9207 ± 0.0288

0.8392 ± 0.0528

0.7206 ± 0.0642

0.8681 ± 0.0434

Yes

0.9229 ± 0.0279

0.8428 ± 0.0512

0.7263 ± 0.0639

0.8711 ± 0.0422

0.50

No

0.9210 ± 0.0288

0.8392 ± 0.0529

0.7213 ± 0.0644

0.8685 ± 0.0435

Yes

0.9231 ± 0.0279

0.8429 ± 0.0511

0.7269 ± 0.0639

0.8714 ± 0.0422

No
Yes

0.9212 ± 0.0289
0:9233  0:0280

0.8401 ± 0.0532
0:8434  0:0513

0.7221 ± 0.0649
0:7275  0:0643

0.8689 ± 0.0436
0:8718  0:0423

0.75

The best results are indicated in bold type
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Table 5 Evaluation of the
segmentation of the xylem
vessels produced by Linknet
model and the post-processing
strategy

OL
0.00
0.25

TTA

17935

PA

MPA

MIoU

FWIoU

No

0.9161 ± 0.0308

0.8264 ± 0.0589

0.7073 ± 0.0679

0.8613 ± 0.0476

Yes

0.9212 ± 0.0290

0.8369 ± 0.0566

0.7212 ± 0.0644

0.8681 ± 0.0455

No

0.9174 ± 0.0311

0.8293 ± 0.0596

0.7109 ± 0.0698

0.8633 ± 0.0479

Yes

0.9221 ± 0.0291

0.8394 ± 0.0564

0.7239 ± 0.0656

0.8697 ± 0.0453

0.50

No

0.9179 ± 0.0312

0.8296 ± 0.0604

0.7119 ± 0.0701

0.8638 ± 0.0482

Yes

0.9223 ± 0.0291

0.8392 ± 0.0569

0.7244 ± 0.0656

0.8699 ± 0.0455

0.75

No

0.9183 ± 0.0312

0.8308 ± 0.0604

0.7131 ± 0.0708

0.8645 ± 0.0482

Yes

0:9226  0:0292

0:8401  0:0570

0:7253  0:0662

0:8704  0:0455

MPA

MIoU

FWIoU

The best results are indicated in bold type

Table 6 Evaluation of the
segmentation of the xylem
vessels produced by FPN model
and the post-processing strategy

OL
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75

TTA

PA

No

0.9189 ± 0.0296

0.8316 ± 0.0562

0.7160 ± 0.0635

0.8646 ± 0.0458

Yes

0.9224 ± 0.0277

0.8391 ± 0.0539

0.7255 ± 0.0611

0.8696 ± 0.0431

No

0.9215 ± 0.0293

0.8377 ± 0.0574

0.7232 ± 0.0657

0.8684 ± 0.0452

Yes

0.9246 ± 0.0275

0.8444 ± 0.0549

0.7316 ± 0.0635

0.8729 ± 0.0426

No

0.9238 ± 0.0292

0.8417 ± 0.0586

0.7297 ± 0.0678

0.8718 ± 0.0451

Yes

0.9264 ± 0.0276

0.8474 ± 0.0563

0.7367 ± 0.0654

0.8754 ± 0.0427

No

0.9246 ± 0.0293

0.8441 ± 0.0591

0.7322 ± 0.0689

0.8731 ± 0.0451

Yes

0:9270  0:0275

0:8491  0:0566

0:7386  0:0661

0:8765  0:0426

The best results are indicated in bold type

Table 7 Normalized confusion matrix. Unet model with TTA and
overlap ¼ 0.75
Background

Vessel

Outlines

Background

0.961265

0.010681

0.028053

Vessel

0.032384

0.870929

0.096688

Outlines

0.191274

0.115368

0.693359

Table 8 Normalized confusion matrix. Linknet model with TTA and
overlap ¼ 0.75
Background

Vessel

Outlines

Background

0.958638

0.011305

0.030056

Vessel

0.021967

0.888638

0.089395

Outlines

0.163498

0.128340

0.708162

parameterized, this is an advantage over existing software
[8] that requires calibration of various parameters, reducing
the time spent.

5 Conclusions
In this work, we addressed the problem of xylem segmentation through the use of convolutional neural networks. We introduced the use of the test time augmentation
(TTA) during vessel segmentation, leading to slight
improvements in the results, especially regarding vessels
edges. TTA eases the work with cross sections where
vessels may show different angles along the image. Our
results demonstrate the potential of convolutional neural
networks to effectively achieve the segmentation of the
xylem vessels, overcoming aspects such as the nonTable 9 Normalized confusion matrix. FPN model with TTA and
overlap ¼ 0.75

main failures occurred in regions discarded during manual
correction such as broken or stained vessels. The automatic
detection of these areas and their subsequent elimination
would reduce the errors obtained. Despite this, segmentation results can serve as the initial result of a manual correction process. Since the trained models do not have to be

Background

Vessel

Outlines

Background

0.964015

0.010371

0.025614

Vessel

0.028481

0.879865

0.091654

Outlines

0.196128

0.100422

0.703450
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Fig. 11 Effect of the postprocessing strategy.
d (overlapping ¼ 0.75 and
TTA) and a (overlapping ¼ 0.00
and no TTA) show predictions
with and without postprocessing, respectively. b,
e show in red the difference
between segmentation a, d and
their corresponding GT (c).
While f shows the difference
between a, d (color
figure online)

(a) TTA=no, OL=0.00

(b) Diﬀ. (a) and (c)

(c) GT

(d) TTA=yes, OL=0.75

(e) Diﬀ. (d) and (c)

(f) Diﬀ. (a) and (d)

(a) Image

(b) GT

(c) Unet

(d) Linknet

(e) FPN

(f) Image

(g) GT

(h) Unet

(i) Linknet

(j) FPN

(k) Image

(l) GT

(m) Unet

(n) Linknet

(o) FPN

Fig. 12 Examples of the best results obtained by the models with post-processing (overlapping ¼ 0.75 and TTA). Each row represents the best
segmented image by Unet (row 1), Linknet (row 2) and FPN (row 3). The columns 3, 4, and 5 show the performance of the models on that image
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(a) Image

(b) GT

(c) Unet

(d) Linknet

(e) FPN

(f) Image

(g) GT

(h) Unet

(i) Linknet

(j) FPN

(k) Image

(l) GT

(m) Unet

(n) Linknet

(o) FPN

Fig. 13 Examples of the worst results obtained by the models with post-processing (overlapping ¼ 0.75 and TTA). Each row represents the worst
segmented image by Unet (row 1), Linknet (row 2) and FPN (row 3). The columns 3, 4, and 5 show the performance of the models on that image

homogeneous illumination of images, where conventional
methods usually tend to obtain unsatisfactory results. The
development of accurate automatic tools using CNNs
would reduce the time required for xylem quantitative
anatomy, as well as overcoming of the need of acquiring
proprietary software. A reduction of entry barriers associated with quantitative xylem anatomy may serve to widen
the community using this technique as well as the ecological problems approached. In this sense, as a future
work, our aim is to develop a user-friendly tool for these
models providing a base segmentation from which possible
errors can be corrected interactively. Moreover, the existence of a community using this tool would lead to an
iterative improvement in the strength of the algorithm.
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